Adaptive cruise systems are not made equal
6 November 2019, by Rex Tokeshi-Torres Of Edmunds
the gas pedal. Adaptive cruise control, also known
as dynamic cruise or smart cruise, goes further by
detecting and reacting to the vehicles ahead of you.
How it goes about this varies by the automaker and
the type of technology used, which ranges from
radar-based systems to those with sophisticated
cameras.

This undated photo provided by Edmunds shows how
adaptive cruise control can deactivate under
predetermined speeds and in certain vehicles. Adaptive
cruise control, once only seen on luxury vehicles, has
now become increasingly available on entry-level
models. (Rex Tokeshi-Torres/Edmunds via AP)

Adaptive cruise control, once only seen on luxury
vehicles, has now become increasingly available
on entry-level models. For example, nearly every
new Honda and Toyota vehicle comes with this
feature as standard equipment. Five years ago,
hardly any of them offered it, even as an option.
But not all adaptive cruise systems are made alike.
While the overall goal is to keep you at a set speed
and distance from the vehicle in front, there are
key differences in the technology that car shoppers
should be aware of.
We test hundreds of cars a year at Edmunds,
giving us plenty of experience with observing how
these systems work and how they differ. Here's
what we found.
HOW ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL WORKS
Traditional cruise control allows you to set a fixed
speed, thereby allowing you to take your foot off

You set a speed and following distance, which is
usually in increments of car lengths. If a vehicle
within the set following distance slows down, your
vehicle will automatically slow down as well to
maintain that set distance. When the vehicle in front
speeds up, your vehicle will automatically speed up
to keep the same distance. It will only accelerate up
to the cruise control speed limit that you set,
however.
HOW THEY DIFFER
The systems will differ based on the automakerprogrammed behaviors and the sensors on the
vehicle. Here are some of the key differences.
— Following distance: Automakers can have varying
interpretations of a car length. On the BMW 5
Series for example, it will be closer to one-and-ahalf car lengths. More basic systems will be more
conservative by following two car lengths behind,
as seen in the Lexus GS.
— Minimum speed setting: Some allow you to set
the speed at a minimum of 15 mph (or even lower),
while others require a minimum of 25 mph and
above before you can engage the adaptive cruise,
like with the Honda Odyssey.
— Reaction times: Some systems will operate
smoothly and naturally, much like a good human
driver would. Others can be overly lurchy when
applying the brakes or aggravatingly slow when it's
time to accelerate.
— Stop-and-go traffic behavior: When following a
vehicle at a set distance, some systems are able to
slow down and come to a complete stop like the
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Volkswagen Atlas with "ACC with Stop and Go,"
that maintains a more accurate following distance
while others deactivate adaptive cruise if you drop than the Prius and the Atlas. It also comes to a
below 25 mph, like the aforementioned Odyssey.
complete stop and will automatically reengage once
Systems that come to a stop might require the
the car in front of you moves forward.
driver to push a button or the gas pedal to get going
again.
Using adaptive cruise can help make driving less
fatiguing. But there have been a few times in past
— Predictive/reactionary capabilities: More
evaluations when Edmunds' drivers needed to
advanced systems can also see the lanes next to intervene. In one specific case with a 2017 Infiniti
you and begin to slow down when they sense a
QX30, a slow-moving vehicle in front moved out of
vehicle beginning to merge into your lane.
the lane and another vehicle quickly took its place.
The adaptive cruise only recognized the vehicle
moving away and, because our driver had a higher
cruising speed set, almost sped us into the other
vehicle. This move could have resulted in an
accident if not for our driver's intervention.
EDMUNDS SAYS: It's important to know the
limitations of your vehicle's adaptive cruise control
in order to use it safely. Make this part of your
research when looking into a new car. And if you
already own one, crack open the owner's manual.
Finally, keep in mind that adaptive cruise control is
a driver aid. It is not meant to replace your role as
an attentive driver.
© 2019 The Associated Press. All rights reserved.
This undated photo provided by Edmunds shows a
typical set of controls to set and change the following
distance of adaptive cruise control. Adaptive cruise
control, once only seen on luxury vehicles, has now
become increasingly available on entry-level models.
(Rex Tokeshi-Torres/Edmunds via AP)

OUR DRIVING IMPRESSIONS
Two vehicles equipped with good adaptive cruise
are the Toyota Prius and Volkswagen Atlas. While
the Prius is a bit on the conservative side in terms
of following distance, it does brake smoothly. The
Atlas' system also has a natural braking feel when
slowing down and allows you to set a closer
following distance than the Prius, if that's what you
want.
The current Mercedes-Benz E 53 AMG equipped
with the advanced adaptive cruise found in the
"Driver Assistance Package" is a standout model
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